Assessment of cognitive workload of in-vehicle systems using a visual peripheral and tactile detection task setting
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Abstract. The increase of driver information and infotainment systems includes also interaction technologies like speech interaction that minimize visual-manual demand and put the focus to cognitive demand. The question is whether this could lead to distraction effects and decreased traffic safety. This study presents an evaluation method for cognitive demand based on different detection paradigms in a dual task setting. A listening and a backward counting task are realized on three difficulty levels as simulations of cognitively loading secondary tasks and investigated using a visual versus a tactile detection paradigm. The results show that both detection paradigms are able to discriminate the task levels and that subjects successfully apply compensation strategies in the dual task setting especially during the listening task.
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1. Introduction

The increase of driver information and infotainment systems, that in many cases have benefits for traffic safety like e.g. navigation systems, often motivates the question whether they could lead to distraction effects and a decrease of traffic safety if used while driving. While numerous projects like CAMP, HASTE, AIDE and ADAM ([1],[2],[3],[4]) already addressed the assessment of visual-manual demand, this study focuses on the evaluation of cognitive demand. A valid assessment of cognitive demand would be helpful to support the developer in the layout of these interaction concepts, as speech interaction and the processing of vocal information increases [5]. Based on the multiple resource theory of attention one could assume that negotiation of a cognitive task should have an effect on a simultaneous primary task in a dual task setting [6] [7]. Still the question is whether drivers are able to compensate for resource limitations by task switching strategies.

Already [7] showed the potential of detection paradigms to assess cognitive secondary in-vehicle tasks following the multiple resource model.

The method is based on the idea of limited resources and the hypothesis that increased workload leads to a reduction of the driver’s field of view, as well as decelerated and more selective and attentive processing. [7]

In the sense of the European Statement of Principles [10] this methodological development is necessary to enable the assessment of interaction concepts during the development process in a reliable, valid and efficient way.

2. Material and Methods

For a subject-based study the experimental setup of [8] was partially replicated. It consisted of a tactile detection task and a visual peripheral detection task.

24 subjects had to react to a visual stimulus (PDT) realized by five red LEDs (0°, symmetrically 11° and...
23°) one meter in front of the test person 3° below their line of sight or to a small electrical vibrator at the wrist of the subdominant hand of the test person (TDT). Responses were given in both conditions by pressing a switch held in the dominant hand of the test person.

21 subjects were male, three were female. The average age was 30.8 (StdDev 10.3). There were 22 right-handed subjects.

The experimenter was present in the laboratory room during the whole experimental session and gave pre-defined instructions to each participant.

After being seated in front of the PDT setup the seat was adjusted so that the stimuli were 3° below and a yellow dot on the subject’s line of sight. The instructions for the PDT were as follows: “Please fixate the yellow dot in the middle and press the switch instantly after you notice a signal.”

The instructions for the TDT were as follows: “Please press the switch instantly after you feel a vibration.”

One run (PDT or TDT) took about two minutes. After each run the subjects filled out a NASA-TLX questionnaire. Each subject performed a baseline measurement as single task condition for PDT, TDT, counting and listening each.

Each task was introduced by a short explanation and training.

The interstimulus interval was 3-5 seconds in both conditions. The stimulus duration varied between 1-2 seconds for the PDT and was 1 second for the TDT. While being engaged in one of the detection tasks the subjects had to perform a counting task on three task levels (C1-C3): counting forward by 1, forward by 7 and backward by 6 and 7 alternating. The experimenter recorded any error in the counting task in the protocol.

The second task under investigation was a listening task which simulated cognitively loading secondary in-vehicle tasks. Subjects had to listen to a person who had been recorded while counting using the same tasks levels (L1-L3) as for the counting task (up by 1, up by 7 and down by 6 and 7 alternating). The recording included errors that should be noted by the subject saying “error”.

The conditions PDT vs. TDT and counting vs. listening were randomized with the baseline conditions.

Following this experimental plan all subjects conducted counting and listening on three difficulty levels under PDT and TDT conditions under dual task conditions plus a baseline for any of the tasks under single task conditions.
The dependent variables were response times and misses for the detection tasks and counting performance and error detection rate in the secondary tasks.

3. Results

The analysis of this dual task experiment is divided into the analysis of the primary task performance (PDT vs. TDT) and the secondary task performance (counting vs. listening).

The frequency of counting errors shows clearly the difference between the different task levels and gives a good indication that subjects focused onto the operation of the counting task as there is no significant difference to the baseline. This is different for the listening task where the baseline condition differs significantly in the L2 situation from the dual task conditions.

In all conditions the hit rate in the detection tasks was above 70% which was set as a quality criterion for the overall task performance. The analysis of the PDT and TDT condition shows a significant difference in reaction time between the three difficulty levels of the counting task ($p<0.05$). This significant main effect is comparable for PDT (PDT-C) as well as for the TDT (TDT-C). This significant difference is also detectable for the comparison to the baseline.

There is no significant difference in reaction time for the listening task under TDT conditions (TDT-L) except for the comparison to the baseline reaction time. For the PDT condition there is a significant difference between L1 and L3 and between all levels to the baseline ($p<0.05$).

In figures 8 and 9 it can be seen that the effects of the dual task paradigm on reaction times are comparable for both detection tasks.
4. Discussion

This study shows that experimental detection paradigms are able to discriminate in a dual task setting secondary tasks that differ in their cognitive demand. For the tactile detection task this is a very good replication of Merat et al. Moreover it shows that a visual peripheral detection paradigm is a valid setup to test cognitive workload and might be even more sensitive to “passive” listening tasks. Reaction time proved to be a sensitive parameter for the evaluation of different task difficulties. The results are valued as important input to current standardization activities.

The analysis of reaction times during the listening task shows that this metric is only of limited value. This might be due to the fact that in comparison to the “active” counting task (user paced) that “passive” listening task (system paced) requires different resources and indicate that subjects successfully applied compensations strategies in the listening condition, i.e. slowing down working on the listening task while being active in the detection task.

Further experiments should be conducted to evaluate secondary tasks that are more natural like listening and speaking in natural dialogs or interacting with devices that include cognitively loading features like speech interaction to adapt this methodology for the evaluation of interaction concepts and devices that are intended for use while driving. Moreover the study will now be replicated in a dual task driving or driving simulator study to correlate the detection rate to relevant performance parameters of the driving task and a triple task setting to check for the compatibility of detection tasks with driving-like settings.
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